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Ontario, Canada, on May 19, 1940, by R. W, Smith. As the bird was banded in 
May it must .have been of at least 1939 hatch. This would set the bird's age at 
13 years. The Banding Office, at Laurel, Maryland, advises that the above con- 
stitutes the oldest chimney swift in their records. The band, on this swift, was 
found to be badly worn in one spot and was removed and replaced by Band No. 
52-72499. The remaining 6,964 chimney swifts were banded and released. I 
believe that this is the largest number of chimney swifts to be banded from a 
single chimney in a single day.--Gordon L. Hight, Jr., 16 Notasulga Drive, Rome, 
Georgia. 

An Unusual Accident to a Bronzed Grackle.--On May 20, 1948, we caught 
in a drop-trap a Bronzed Grackle (Quiscalus quiscula aeneus) which had suffered 
a rather strange accident. The hatlux of the right foot was elevated so that it lay 
parallel to the tarsus, .and the nail was firmly hooked around the tarsus so •hat 
it almost encircled it. When we released the toe, we found the tarsus scarred 
from rubbing, and the nail of the hallux was approximately 4 min. longer than 
that of the left foot. The nails of •;he other three toes on this foot were found 
to be about 2 ram. longer than the corresponding nails of the other foot, and it 
was evident that the bird was unable to use tile right foot in a normal fashion. 
Had we not trapped tile bird at this time and released the toe, undoubtedly the 
nail eventually would have encircled tile tarsus completely. 

The bird, a female, was banded on the left leg with number 46-306903 and 
released.--Sally F, Hoyt (front the notes of Southgate Y. H•oyt), "Aviana," Etna, 
lXtew York. 

Screech Owl and banded blrds.--Referring to the note by Andrew J. 
Ber. ger in Bird-Bamling (January, 1953, 24: 19), recorded recovery of bands in 
owl pellets may throw interesting light on different owls as predators, and enemies 
of various birds. Where the House or English Sparrow (Passer domesticus) is 
abundant, the Screech Owl (Otus asio) likely takes a good many. House Spar- 
rows are not generally banded, but at one time ! was interested in problems 
relating thoreto, and 'banded a considerable number at Garden City, Long Island, 
New York. 

A male House Sparrow (No. 51464) was banded on January 26, 1930, its band 
recovered on May 28, 1931, from a disintegrated owl pellet under an evergreen 
tree a scant half mile from the banding station. Though proof is lacking, the 
evidence left no reasonable doubt that this was a Screech Owl pellet.--J. T. 
Nichols, The American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th 
St., New York 24, lXt. Y. 

Band Recovered in Pigeon Hawk's Gizzard.•0n May 7, 1952, ! dissected 
an adult female Pigeon Hawk (Falco columbarius). The bird had been shot by 
a neighbor at Chadwick's Pond, Bradford, Essex County, Massachusetts. In the 
gizzard of the falcon, attached to a bird's leg, I found a Fish & Wildlife band 
lXto. 50-119757. I had previously placed this band on a female Brown-headed 
Cowbird (Molothrus ater) on April 18, 1952, at my banding station at Brooks 
School, about three miles from where the Pigeon Hawk was killed.--Oscar M. 
Root, Brooks School, North Andover, Massachusetts. 

RECENT I•ITERATURE 
BANDING 

(See also Number 65) 

1. Bird Baudlug in Greenland in 1949 under the guidance of Finn 
Salomonsen, Ph.D. (Ringmaerkning af fugle i Grinland 1949 uuder ledelse 
af dr. phil. Finn Salolnonscn.) 1950. Beretninger vedr•rende Grinlands Styrelse, 
1: 81-85. Froin 1946 through 1949 operators in Greenland 'banded 11,919 birds 
of 39 species, from which 931 returns and recoveries had been reported at the 
time of writing. The totals banded and the numbers reported both in Greenland 
and elsewhcre are listed for each species.--O. L. Aastin, Jr. 
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2. Fourth Preliminary List of Reeoveries of Birds Ringed ill Green- 
land. (Fjerde forel•bige liste over genfundne gr•landske ring.•ugle.) 1950. 
Dansk Orn. For. Tids., 44(3): 168-172. (English summary.).. "Previous lists of 
recoveries abroad of birds ringed in Greenland have been 'published in D.O.F.T. 
41, 1947, p. 141; 42, 1949, p. 100 and 4,3, 1949, p. 251." Of particular interest 
are the large numbers of White-fronted Geese recovered in the British Isles almost 
all of them in Ireland. Details are also given of recoveries of Murres, Kittiwakes, 
a Fulmar, and a Snow Bunting in Labrador and Newœoundland.--O. L. Austin, Jr. 

3. Fifth Preliminary List of Recoveries of Birds Ringed in Greenland. 
(Femte forel•bige liste over gelundue gr•nlandske ringœugle.) 1952. Dansk Orn. 
For. Tids., 46(3): 110-117. (English summary.) The young Arctic Tern I banded 
in Labrador in July 1928 and w.hich was picked up 90 days and 9900 miles later 
in Natal no longer holds the long-distance flight record for a banded 'bird. This 
list contains the record of another Arctic Tern banded at Christianshaab, Green- 
land, July 8, 1951, and found dead October 30, 1951, at ,Durban, Natal. Not satis- 
fied with starting some 1100 miles farther north than my Labrador tern, this bird 
went some 75 miles farther northeast after rounding the Cape of Good Hope. Its 
flight of about 11,200 miles is not likely to bc surpassed for some time, though the 
species breeds still farther north, and has been collected even fartsher south. 

Another significant recovery is a Red-throated Loon banded in Upernavik 
August 12, 1951, and shot at Kristiansund, .Norway, October 30, 1951. Its long 
eastward flight suggests a probable constant intermingling of the population of 
this species in its breeding grounds around .the pole, which would explain why 
no subspecific differences can be found between the Palearctic and Neareric stocks. 

Four more Snow Bunting recoveries confirm the migration of this species from 
Greenland southward along the Labrador coast, and westward and southward 
along the St. Lawrence. Additional recoveries in Newfoundland waters of Murres, 
Razor-billed Auks, and Kittiwakes show these species follow .the Labrador Current 
southward.--O. L. Austin, Jr. 

4. A Trap and Technique for the Capture of Diving Waterfowl.m 
I. MeT. Cowan and James Hatter. 1952. Iournal o! Wildlite Management, 16 
(4): 438-4•1. A simple and effective trap is described and illustrated, and trap 
placement and technique for driving different kinds of diving ducks are discussed. 
Using the methods described, almost 5,000 Barrow's Goldeneye, Bucephat. a island. 
ica; 700 Buffiehead, Bucephala albeoia; 1,700 Lesser Scaup, Nyroca affinis, and 
smaller numbers of the scarcer and more elusive ducks were banded.--I-Iclmut K. 
Buechner. 

MIGRATION 

(See also Numbers 2, 3, 12, 14, 27, 62) 

5. A Trans-Gulf Migration. H. R. Bullis, Jr., and F. C. Lincoln. 1952. The 
Auk, 69(1): 35-39. This flight was observed mainly during the night of April 
6, 1951, from a boat about 60 milcs off the Louisiana coast in the Gulf of Mexico; 
a slowly falling barometer, low overcast, and fluctuating wind velocity and direc- 
tion smnmarize weather conditions. During the night tens of thousands of birds 
passed tile 'boat, flying .N.N.W. and very low (under the overcast). Twenty-one 
species, mostly passetines, were identified and many more probably were present. 
Considering the direction of flight, evidently the birds left land at the northeast 
coast of tile Yucat.4n Peninstda and would arrive on tile coast of Louisiana. 
Weather conditions were not unusual. It is the opinion of the authors that the 
trans-Gulf ro•lte is used regularly.--Ralph S. Palmer. 

6. Birds on the Gulf of Mexico. George G. Williams. 1952. The Auk, 69 
(4): 428-432. The author presents some pertinent criticisms of the paper by 
Bulllis and Lincoln, 1952, A trans-Gulf •nigration, The Auk, 69: 35-39, and ap. 
pears to bc inclined toward tile view that tile Gulf is not a true spring route, but 
instead that "spring migrants may be forced so,uthward over the Gulf of Mexico 
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by bad weather coming froxn the continental United States" (p. 431). Certainly 
this must be only a partial answer. The reviewer 'believes that, when we have 
adequate data for individual species, the existence of regular spring trans-Gulf 
(and for many species also circum-Gulf, or circum-Gulf ouly) routes will be firmly 
established.--Ralph S. Palmer, 

7. Fall Migration of Birds at Chicago. Holly Reed Bennett. 1952. The 
Wilson Bulletin, 64(4): 197-220. A study of the fall migration of land birds was 
made by taking a daily census on a 1% mile route in Lincoln Park, Chicago, near 
Lake M'icbig.an, from August 1 to ,November 30 of 1946 to 1950. The largest 
uumbers (waves) of migrants were observed on the first two days following the 
passages of cold fronts over the Chicago area. Marked concentrations of birds 
migrate southeastward with NW winds after a cold front along the west side of 
Lake Michigan, with the lake acting as a barrier. Cold fronts followed only by 
strong NE winds never brought migration waves to Lincoln Park and the study 
produced no evidence that land birds migrate westward across Lake Michigan in 
appreciable numbers. The favorable N or NW winds which followed cold fronts 
were considered more important in causing migration waves than the coincident 
drop in temperature. 'Many of the early migrants, principally warblers (Parulidae), 
passed bcfore the strong cyclonic circulation of autumn was well established, gen- 
erally about mid-September. However, whcn early cold fronts did occur in late 
August and early Septcmber, they were always followed by important warbler 
migration waves. Many problems .peculiar to the appearance of migrants in the 
Lincoln Park area are discussed and explanations are well supported (considering 
the limited area from which census data were obtained) by the eleven tables. 
Even though this is a regional study, rite complete absence of reference to the 
contributions made .by European 'investigators is regretable. The relation of both 
spring and fall migration to weather phenomena, including wind direction and 
cyclonic circulation, and to large bodies of water, has received much more at-. 
tention in Europe than in North America.--L. R. Mewaldt. 

8. The Source of Migrant Mourning Doves in Southerit Florida. John 
W. Aldrich. 1952. Journal o! Wildli!e Management, 16(4): 447-456. The hy- 
pothesis that early .fall flights of Mourning Dove, Zenaidura macroura, in southern 
Florida originate in the West Indies is exploded by evidence gathered from (1) 
299 specimens in hunters' bags during the October, 1950, hunting season identi- 
fied as to race and (2) 168 band recoveries from Doves banded on Key West. 
Mvst of the Doves shot in southern Florida come from an extensive breeding area 
cast of the Mississippi River. Doves harvested during the early part of the season 
consisted largely of ratber sedentary local populations. Upon reaching the 
southern tip of the peninsula, Doves that migrate into Florida cease their south- 
ward progress and move north along the east coast to the latitude of Lake 
Okeechobee; thence they appear to cross the peninsula and migrate north along 
the west side, spreading into northern Florida and southern Georgia.--Helmut 
K. Buechner. 

LONGEVITY 

(See also Number 63) 

9. List of Birds of Prey Ringed in Germany and Taken iu Italy and 
Notes on the Longevity of Some of Them. (Elenco di rapaci inanellati in 
Getmania e ripresi in Italia ed annotazioni sulla durata dell'inanellemento di 
alcuni di essi.) Edgardo Moltoni. 1952. Rivista Italiana di Ornitologia, 22(set. 
II): 77-78. Figures are given on five species of hawks that survived a decade or 
more .after ,being .banded: Hen Harrier, Circus cyaneus, 11 years; Marsh Harrier, 
Circus aeruginosus, 9, 11, 13 years; Red Kite, Milvus milvus, 11 years; Black Kite, 
Milvus migrans, 10 •ears; Osprey, Pandion haliaetus, 11 years.--M. M. Nice. 
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FOOD HABITS 

(See also Numbers 17, 38, 53) 

10. The Economic Status of the Herring Gulls of the Grand Manan 
Archipelago, New Brunswick, 1949. D. H. Pimlott. 1952. Canadian Wildlife 
Service, Ottawa; Wildlife Management Bulletin, Ser. 2(5): 1-76, 6 figs., 1 map. 
(M'ultilithed.) This summarizes the restilts of an investigation made by the author 
between May 26 and September 4, 1949, to determine the economic status of the 
Herring Gull, Larus argentatus, in the Grand Manan archipelago, New Brunswick. 
A short history of the colonies is given and the 1949 population is estimated at 
50,000. Reproductive data for Kent and Outer Wood Islands were, respectively: 
estimated mean clutch size, 2.5 and 2.0; hatching success, 71 and 55-66 per cent; 
average survival of young per nest at 30 days, 1.06 and .82. A list of foods and 
a few observations on feeding behavior are given. Herring appeared to be the 
staple food and their .availability governed the utilization of other foods. The 
local economic status is discussed in some detail (pp. 35-74).--W. Earl Godfrey. 

11. Food Habits of the Golden Eagle. Wesley Woodgerd. 1952. Journal 
o! IFildli/e Management, 16(4): 457-459. In an analysis of the contents of 51 
stomachs of the ,Golden Eagle, •4quila chrysaetos, three contained pronghorn ante- 
lope only and five contained pronghorn in addition to remains of other mammals. 
This represented 16 per cent of the stomachs, far less than anticipated from re•norts 
of heavy predation on the pronghorn which culminated in an eagle-reduction 
program.--Helmut K. Buechner. 

PHYSIOLOGY 

(See also Numbers 33, 42, 60) 

12. On the Dependence of Standard Metabolism upon Environmental 
Temperature in the Yellow Bunting (Emberiza citri•ella L.), and Ortolan 
Bunting (E. hortulana L.). Henrik Wallgren. 1952. Ornis Fennica, 29(2): 
44-48. In order to ,find a possible basis for some of the factors regulating migra- 
tion the .author tindertook investigations on certain aspects of the pbTsiology of 
metabolism of the Yellow and Ortolan 'buntings. T.he latter is a typical migrant 
whereas the former is sedentary or, at most, a partial migrant. The results of 
the experiments indicate that the Yellow Bunting can tolerate tc•nperaturcs down 
to •36øC. which is 20 ø below the limit of tolerance of the Ortolan. Bunting. On 
the other hand the upper limit of tolerance of the Ortolan Bunting is 6 ø higher 
than that of the Yellow .Bunting. This is explained by the greater plumage thick- 
ness of the Yellow Bunting whose metabolic rate in environmental temperatures 
lower than 28 ø is always lower than that of the Ortolan Bunting. The zone of 
thermoneutrality, i.e. the environmental temperature range in which metabolic 
rate does not change with change in environmental temperature, is 25-32øC. in 
the Ortolan Bunting and 32-38øC. in the Yellow Bunting. It seems very reason- 
able to assume that the development of a migratory behavior on the part of the 
Yellow Bunting would l•ave only limited value in terms of enhanced survival 
since it is able to tolerate winter conditions through most of its range. On the 
other hand the development of migration in the Ortolan 'Bunting may have been 
necessary because of the species' .physiologic inability to tolerate winter tempera- 
ture conditions in the breeding range.--,D. S. Farner. 

13. Cyclic Changes in Liver and Spleen Weights in Migratory White- 
ca'owned Sparrows. Barbara Blanchard Oakeson. 1953. The Condor, 55(1): 
3-16. An analysis of liver and spleen fresh weights was made from 191 White- 
crowned Sparrows, Zonotrichia leucophrys ga:nbelii, collected at dawn at Santa 
Barbara, California (lat. 34 ø 30' N.) from January to April of 1949 and 1951, 
and from September to April of the 1949-50 season. Seventeen specimens were 
collected in May, June, and July of 1950 at Mountain Village, Alaska (lat. 62 ø 
07' N.). Santa Barbara is in the winter range and Mountain Village in the 
breeding range of the subspecics. Birds wcrc obtained at Santa Barbara by. 
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trapping (method of killing was not stated), whereas, Alaskan birds were shot. 
The sample taken included approximately twice as many males as females. 

Monthly means of liver weights of males increased from November through 
April. The mean liver weight of "fat" April males (12) "ready to migrate" was 
30 per cent higher than the mean for November males (10). The mean of liver 
weights of May males (8) from Alaska was about 31 l•er cent lower than for the 
"fat" April males which were "ready to migrate." Liver weights in proportion 
to body weights showed a similar trend, although changes were less pronounced 
in magnitude. The more variable spleen weights roughly paralleled liver weights. 
Weights of livers and spleens from females followed ,patterns similar to those in 
males. These dat.a seem to provide justification for investigations on the nature 
of these changes in organ weights (e.g. possible differences in stored metabolites 
and vascularity) and on the mechanisms which produce them.--L. R. Mewaldt. 

PSYCHOLOGY 

(See also Numbers 22, 23, 24, 30, 32) 

14. Essay on the Origin of Migratory Aggregations. (Essai sur l'Origine 
des Communantes Migratrices.) R. Verheyen. 1952. Le Ger/aut, 42(4): 328-337 
(witIt Flemish summary). The author proposes the rather tenuous hypothesis 
that the communal migration of several species together is facilitated by an in- 
stinctive reflex, well developed in higher vertebrates, to follow any moving object 
with the eyes, and by an involuntary teudency ("tropism") to follow one another, 
also observed frequently in the higher groups and, among ,birds, particularly no. 
riceable in the waterfowl. He seems to postulate a sort of chain-reaction, starting 
with a bird or birds on the ground watching another or other birds in flight, and 
ending with a concerted mass movement. The theory, while interesting, involves 
the use of a series of non-sequiturs.--O. L. Austin, Jr. 

15. Comparative Psychology. E. H. Hess. 1953. •4.•nual Review o/ Psy. 
chology, 4: 239-25zl. An expert review of books and papers on animal psychology. 
from M, ay 1951 to May 1952; 71 studies on birds, mammals and insects are 
described under Orien.tation, Instinctive Behavior, Learning, and Social Behavior. 
The author hopes that under the stimulus of "current European work . . . com- 
parative psychology will again take its rightful place as one of the foundations 
on which most psychologies need to be .built."--M. M. Nice. 

NESTING 

(See also Numbers 10, 21, 25, 28, 31, 32, 35, 36, 60, 63) 

16. Observations on Duck Hawks Nesting on Man-made Structures. 
H. Groskin. 1952. The •4uk, 69(3): 246-253. Up to 1949 there were six records 
of Falco peregrinus anatum Bonaparte nesting on man-made structures in North 
America east of the Rockies. They are listed. Details are given of the sixth, on 
the city hall tower in Philadelphia in 1949. March 21:3 eggs; April 19:2 had 
hatched; April 21:1 live and 1 dead chick, 1 egg that did not hatch. On June 
23 the young (aged 66 days), perhaps in attempting flight, dropped into an en- 
closure. It was removed and kept captive until, on June 28 (aged 71 days), it 
flew well when given its freedom.--Ralph S. Palmer. 

17. Observations on the Breeding of the South African Hoopoe. J.M. 
Winterbottom. 1952. The Ostrich 23(2): 82-84. The author studied the nest 
of a hoopoe, Upupa epops, located under the floor of a cottage near Cape Town, 
and accessible through a small hole in the building wall. Food brought to the 
nest was mainly grubs, supplemented by grasshoppers, .and (by the male only) 
by frogs and small snakes. The male did not enter the nest hole, ,but called the 
female or young to the entrance. The male fed the 'brooding female several times 
per hour; the young were fed about four times per hour. The feeding rates were 
irregular, and less than some other observers have reported. The male did some- 
what more of the feetling than the fenhale, particularly at first.--Ilustace H. Poor. 
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18. Some Observations on the Breeding of the Crowned Plover, Steph. 
anibyx coronatus, Bodd. T. C. L. Symmes. 1952. The Ostrich 23(2): 85-87. 
The nest of a Crowned Plover .containing three eggs was studied for six weeks 
near Johannesburg. The incubation period could not be determined, but prob- 
ably exceeded 26 days. Adults of both sexes made diving attacks on the observers, 
and engaged in distraction display. The eggs and chicks are described.--Hustace 
H. Poor. 

19. Extra-parental Cooperation in the Nesting of Chimney Swifts. Ralph 
W. Dexter. 1952. The Wilson Bulletin, 64(3): 133-139. From 1944 to 1951, a 
banding and life history study of a breeding colony of Chimney Swifts, Chaetura 
pelagica, was made on the campus of Kent State University in northeastern Ohio. 
This interesting paper deals specifically with the 22 "threesomes" and six "four- 
somes" observed in a little more than one hnndred nestings, where combinations 
of three and four aduh birds apparently assisted with incubation of the eggs and 
care of the young in single nests. Of 40 individuals which participated in three- 
somes, 12 were involved more than once. Of 18 participating in foursomes, five 
were involved more than once..Nine birds were in a threesome and a foursome 
at one time or another. Twelve threesomes had an extra male and five an extra 
female. Three foursomes had two extra males and three others had an extra male 
plus a 'bird of unknown sex. Some of the extra birds were known to be birds in 
their first year (these swifts can breed in their first year) and some were old 
birds, but many were intermediate in age and engaged in active reproduction in 
later years. The possibility that trapping, incident to banding, may have reduced 
the numbers of tbreesomes and foursomes is discussed.--L. R. Mewaldt. 

20. The Storks of Alsace. Results of Censuses for the Years 1950 and 
1951. (Les Cigognes en Alsace. Resuhats des recensements des annees 1950 et 
1951.) A. Schierer. 1952. dlauda, 20(3): 129-143. The results of observations 
on the breeding populations of Storks, Ciconia ciconia in Alsace for 1950 and 
1951 are presented..Mean .arrival time at nest sites was about three .days earlier 
(March 18) in 1951 than in 1950, with each member of the pair arriving separately 
at about 75 per cent of the nests. In 1951, of 190 nests, 118 were on public 
buildings, 66 on private buildings, and 6 on trees. Whereas in 1950, 29 of 103 
pairs failed to reproduce, only 6 of 113 pairs failed to nest in 1951. In 1950, of 
226 young hatched, 211 left in the fall migration, and in 1951, 331 of 351 young 
hatched lcft in the fall migration. Numbers of young varied from one to five per 
nest in the two years, with three being the most common number. Although tile 
total number of 9,oung produced in 1951 was greater than in 1950, it was sub- 
stantially ,below numbers produced in 1947 and 1948. Departure on fall •nigration 
in both 1950 and 1951 was considered normal with the peak of departures in •nid- 
Angust.--L. R. Mewaldt. 

LIFE HISTORY 

21, Field Sparrow Life History in Central Iowa. M'alcolm P. Crooks and 
George O. Hendrickson. 1953. Iowa Bird Li/e, 23(1): 10-13. Statistics on a 
Spizella pusilla population studied in 1947 on a 31 acre tract of idle pasture. 
From 45 eggs laid in 17 nests 16 young were fledged, 35.6 per cent of snceess. Of 
29 Cowbird, Molothrus ater, eggs only two yonng were fledged, or 7 per cent. 
Tile paper summarizes a vast-amount of life history information; it is to be 
hoped the resuhs will be published more fully.--M. M. Nice. 

BEHAVIOR 
(See also Numbers 14, 15, 19, 43, 54, 63) 

22. The Development of Social Behavior in Birds. N. E. C011ias. 1952. 
The duk, 69(2): 127-159. "The purpose of tbis brief snrvey is to illustrate by 
means of selected examples the manner of operation of factors that control de- 
velopment of social bonds in birds" (p. 127). The examplcs, for which simple 
terminology is employed, are the result of observations or experiments, often 
lucidly ilhtstrated, and written up with an eye on pertinent literature. An inter- 
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esting suggestion is that a difference in time relations "in pituitat'y-gonadal de- 
velopment may prove to be one characteristic difference between nidicolous and 
nidifugous species of ,birds" (p. 143). In two species of Columbidae (nidicolous) 
the testes do not grow appreciably until two or more months after hatching; in 
male domestic fowl chicks (nidifugous), growth and secretion of the testis begin 
within a week and testis weight has increased some 80 times by the age of 90 days. 

From the conclusions: "The basis for social reactions is largely developed by 
the embryo .before hatching takes place. The trends in socialization of the young 
bird after hatching may be summarized as follows: (1) a period of relative in- 
activity, and sometimes of 'spontaneous' or apparently endogenous activity, is 
followed by (2) the appearance and development of initial, rather generalized, 
social responses which, passing through .an early plastic period, become strength- 
ened, fixated, directed, and specified by social experience. This period of in- 
creased social discrimination is followed by (3) a period of gradually increasing 
social independence that may result in break-up of the family, and finally (4) 
reintegration into new social groups, a process which in most species of birds 
seems to bc largely governed ,by the preceding socialization within the family• and 
by the ,balance between cooperative and competitive tendencies. Social develop- 
ment is greatly facilitated by example and leadership" (p. 156). Bibliography 
of 54 titles.--Ralph S. Palmer. 

23. Flocking Behavior in Birds. J. T. Emlen, Jr. 1952. The .4uk, 69(2): 
160-170. From the social viewpoint, in many situations birds like to be near one 
anothcr•but not too close--and any 'balance achieved as to distance is dynamic, 
not static. From horm. onal experi•nents it "appears that flocking responses have 
their physiological .basis in stereotyped neural patterns and are influenced by 
hormonal factors only as these incite disruptive responses associated with sexual 
or parental activity" (p. 166). Environmental factors are discussed on the basis 
of two rhythms, seasonal and diurnal, which have their correlates (such as light, 
temperature, precipitation), which affect the nature and composition of 'bird flocks. 
Bibliography of 27 titles.--Ralph S. Palmer. 

24. Social Behavior and Survival. F. Fraser Darling. 1952. The Auk, 
69(2): 183-191. An animal cannot truly stand alone. Darling deals with sociality 
in relation to (1) •naintenance of everyday activities and (2) reproduction. A 
striking example of the first t,/pe is the Flamingo, Phoenicopterus tuber roseus 
Pall., which is reported never to feed alone unless ill or injured. The intricate 
structure of bird flocks in which several species are associated has not been 
thoroughly studied, but evidently there is survival value in maintaining such 
aggregations. There is more evidence for the second category--the social factor 
in relation to reproduction. Examples are discussed. Many 'birds .have a highly 
developed social aggressive display--formalized actions, not true "aggressive be- 
havior"--and it serves as a stimulus to reproduction. As to territoriality, "one 
pair of warblers in a wood have, in effect, no territory at all; they are merely 
existing in space" (p. 190). Aggressive display exists and many ,birds ,prefer to 
nest near the "defended" boundaries of others and are less interested in neutral 
margins. "If this hypothesis is correct, then territorial behavior as a whole is 
a social phenomenon, and it has survival value" (ibid.; author's italics). The 
reviewer recalls that Friedmann stated (1935, Handb. o] Social Psychol., p. 182): 
"On the whole, most birds, at least when not breeding, .prefer not to be alone." 
Burkholdcr (1952, Amer. Scientist, 40: 601-631) has shown that cooperative re- 
lationships .are important among primitive organisms, a state of affairs that evi- 
dently applies throughout, and even outside, the animal kingdom..--Ralp. h S. 
Pahner. 

25. Observations on Barbary-Doves Kept at Semi-Liberty. Derek Good- 
win. 1952..4vicultural Magazine, 58(6): 205-219. Very interesting account of 
behavior of Ring Doves, Streptopelia risoria, with notes on training tl:• birds to 
come to food at call. This species has very little homing ability and "even after 
years of liberty may be hopelessly lost less than a quarter of a mile from its 
home." "The display flight of the male is similar to that of most 'turtle-doves.' 
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ß . . I shall never forget the thrill I felt when I saw a 'bird which had been free 
only a few minutes perform this flight, which almost certainly neither it nor its 
ancestors for many generations had previously been able to do." These doves 
"react to the alarm notes or alarmed behavior of passerine birds." Different 
previatot reactions are described. The "coo is always a note of self-assertion." 

These doves are devoted mates and parents. In homosexual pairs, the birds 
"show behavior patterns that are common to both sexes, but that one sex usually 
indulges in to a much greater degree. "In the one case of paired male doves and 
one of male Pigeons, Columba livia, "in neither case was there anything to sug- 
gest that one of the partners was 'cowed' ,by the other, and they both continued 
to show characteristically .masculine behavior." The two Barbary Doves were nest 
mates, kept together with no other doves until October, then put with three other 
young doves and two adult females paired to each other. By spring, there was 
one pair of males, two pairs of femmes and "an odd hen who was making frantic 
attempts to get herself paired to one or both of the two .males. It was evident 
that "the mutual fondling and nest-calling on the nest-site plays a more important 
role in maintaining the pair:bond than does the mating ceremony." Mr. Goodwin 
gave eggs to the brothers and they hatched them and raised the young; it took 
.a little time for them to "learn" to cover the eggs at night. Sketches are given 
of seven postures, among them the "Aggressive posture" and "Defensive threat 
posture" of adult and young. In the latter "the ,bird puffs out all its feathers, 
raises the far wing, may spread its tail on the side towards the enemy, and strikes 
out with the near wing. This form of threat, the effect of which is to make the 
Dove look as large ,and terrifying .as possible, is common to other Doves and 
Pigeons, and is shown by disturbed nestlings from an early age." "The a,bove 
behaviour is shown when the bird seems to be torn between fear and anger, or, 
to speak ethologically, when its escape drive and aggressive drive are simultan- 
eously activated." The article is full of valuable details and vividly shows how 
much can be learned from ,birds kept in freedom in contrast to those in cages.-- 
M. M. Nice. 

26. A Comparative Study of the Voice and Some Aspects of Behaviour 
in Two Old-World Jays. Derek 'Goodwin. 1952. Behaviour, 4(4): 293-316. 
Observations for some years on wild and captive European Jays, Garrulus glanda- 
rius and for 18 months on captive Lanceolated Jays, G. lanceol•us showed that 
most of "the calls are homologous in function and very similar in sound." The 
lateral (intimidation) display of .both is "similar in form and function." The 
"chin-up" or appeasing display is very definite in lanceolatus, less so in glandarius. 
The wing-quivering submissive or pre-coitional disp]ay is often seen in glandarlus 
in both sexes in an "imploring" sense, but in lanceolatus was noted only in this 
latter sense, given twice by a male. With glandarius the female often feeds the 
male early in the breeding cycle, but in lanceolatus this was not seen. Both species 
mobbed their owner when he held a jay or jay feathers in his hand, but this reac- 
tion cannot "normally be elicited from tame glandarius that are reacting socially to 
their owner." When antlug, glandarius does not pick up ants in its ,bill as do 
most passerincs, but lanceolatus and the Blue M'agpie, Urocissa erythrorhyncha, 
both do so. "In inexperienced birds there is evidence that the stimulus releasing the 
actual antlug movement is tactile rather than visual." Two young birds started 
antlug when the insects swarmed up their legs. Sketches are given of many of 
the displays. A most interesting contribution to comparative ethology.--M. M. 
Nice. 

27. IAght Intensity and Waterfowl Flight; Pre-filght Activities. Hervey 
Brackbill. 1952. The Wilson Bulletin, 64(4): 242-244. Times of evening depart. 
ure, presumably for migratory flight, .by waterfowl from a reservoir in Baltimore, 
Maryland, during the spring and fall months of 1938 to 1942, are presented. Species 
are listed separately with departure times given in relation to sunset and cloud 
conditions. Within a species, departures on cloudy evenings were practically 
always earlier than on clear evenings. Observations are available on the following 
species: Pied•billed Grebe, Podilymbus podiceps; Scaup, Aythya sp.; Buffichead, 
Bucephala albeola; Old-squaw, Clangula hyemalis; Ruddy Duck, Oxyt•ra •mnai- 
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censis; Coot, Fulica americana; and one Ring-necked Duck, .4ythya collaris. With 
the exception of one species, all birds showed a tendency to leave between 30 and 
40 minutes after snnset. Tln'ee of four Old-squaws left 'before sunset. Either 
bathing or diving was an almost invariable prel'iminary during a period of from 
1 to 30 minutes before departure.--L. R. Mewaldt. 

28. The Ethology of the Muscovy Duck. (Zur Ethologie der Tiirkenente). 
Georg Stein'bacher. 1953. Die Vogelwelt, 74(1): 7-9. Cairina moschata was 
reported by Heinroth (1910) as having no courtship and no lankily life, and was 
cited by Lorenz (1935) as representative oœ the so-called "lizard-type" of mating. 
Suspecting Ibis 'behaviour might be due to crowded conditions of captivity, Dr. 
Steinbacher experimented in the Zoo at Cologne by giving his :Muscovies plenty 
of room, dividing them into groups of one drake and two ducks, two dr, akes and 
four ducks, etc., each set on its own pond. The birds behaved entireD/ different 
from the way they were supposed to; dominant males drove ,away weaker males; 
while drake and duck showed a strong bond to one another, when a duck started 
to incubate the drake •night seek another mate and attend her on nest-hunting 
expeditions, yet return to the first mate when she brought her ducklings to water. 
Latcr the author crowded some Mascovies into a small cage at night and found 
they behaved as tteinroth and Lorenz had described.--•M. M'. •lice. 

29. Paper-Tearing by Birds. W. M0. Logan Home. 1953. British Birds, 46 
(1): 16-21. "The practice of entering houses and tearing .paper, shown by various 
species of tits, ,has become widely known in Britain since the autumn of 1949, 
when the frequency of such attacks reached spectacular proportions." Blue Tits, 
Parus caeruleus, are the chief offcnders. There were 1,564 cases of tearing of 
wallpaper, 199 of books and magazines, 114 of covers of books, 110 of name cards 
on doors, 106 of parclnnent and silk lampshades, and many other objects of paper, 
clotIt or other material. The birds do not seem to be hungry. They are .most prone 
to paper-tearing in dry aatumns.--M. M. Nice. 

30. A Possible Explanation of Paper-Tearing Behavior in Birds. R.A. 
Hinde. 1953. British Birds, 46(1): 21-23. "The movements made by tits tearing 
paper are very similar to those made in tearing bark from a twig--an activity 
sometimes common in normal food-searching behavior." "It seems, in fact, as 
though the card.board tops of milk bottles, wallpaper, and loose bark on a twig 
all possess certain characteristics which are capable of releasing this tearing 
movement." The author suggests that paper-tearing may be an expression of tile 
food-searching drive, a useful activity for discovering new sources of food, even 
though tile bird may not at the moment be bungry.•M. M. Nice. 

31. The Behaviour and Breeding Biology of the Hebridcan Wren. 
Edward A. Armstrong. 1953. Briti.•h Birds, 46(2): 37-50. In June 1951 Mr. 
Armstrong traveled to the Outer Hebrides to observe Troglodytes troglodytes, 
hebridensis. "The Hebridean Wren's most distinctive characteristic is its song," 
which is "more interesting musically than that of the European Wren," T.t.trog. 
lodytes. "The duration of the phrase is commonly about four seconds but phrases 
with the double trill may last 5-6 seconds .... In regular territorial song there 
are 4-5 songs per minute." Young in one nest stayed at least 20 days. When 
frightened the birq "commonly seeks refuge in a small gaily among the peat 
hags . . . squats there and ultimately hops and creeps through whatever cover 
there is .... It is an ecological adaptation appropriate to a particular kind of 
habitat." "In the nature of the pair-bond, nest-site selection and, l•ossibly, the 
ncst-invitation display, behaviour rescmbles tile behaviour of the Shetland Wren 
rather than that of tile European Wren." The latter is usually polygamous and 
the male seldom feeds the young in the nest; the Hebridean Wren seems to be 
monogamous and both parents feed the nestlings. "There is a correlation 'between 
polygamy in Wrens and habitats in which food is readily available. The races 
inhabiting relatively bleak areas tend to be monogamous but where T.t.troglodytes 
is resident in garden-woodland areas it tends to be polygamous."--M. M. Nice. 
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32. Adoption Experiments with Ringed and Kentish Plovers. (Adoptio- 
sversuche mit Sand- und Seeregenpfeifern.) Hans Rittinghaus. 1953. Journal 
/fir Ornithologie, 94(1/2): 144-159. Experiments were made by exchanging eggs 
of Ringed, Charadrius hiaticula, and 'Kentish Plovers, C. alexandrinus, (our rep- 
resentatives of these species are the Semi-palmated and Snowy Plovers). Eggs 
of .the Kentish Plover were also given to Least Terns, Sterna albi/rons. In all cases 
the young were imprinted on the foster parents. One Ringed Plover was success- 
fully raised 'by Kentish 'Plovers, and one Kentish by Ringed Plovers. At two days 
a Kentish Plover knew the call note of his .foster parents; at four days a Kentish 
heeded the alarm note of his foster parents .and not that of his own species• and 
at this time his foster parents knew their adopted Kentish Plover chicks personally, 
refusing to hover others of like age. A Ringed Plover chick a few hours old paid 
no attention to alarm cries of his Kentish Plover foster parents, but rushed into 
hiding at an imitation of the Ringed Plover alarm note. 

In neither experiment where Kentish Plover eggs were given to Least Terns 
were young raised, .although the terns warmed the little •1overs and tried to feed 
them fish, an offer which frightened the chick. One of these attempted to get 
under other incubating Least Terns, but was driven off. The foster parents 
searched for the two-day-old Kentish Plover when it had left the nest on expedi. 
tions to hunt food. There are four photographs of adult tern and baby plover. 
The author plans to continue these interesting experiments.--M. M'. Nice. 

33. Use of Caves by Hummingbirds and Other Species at High Altitudes 
in Peru. Oliver P. Pearson. 1953. The Condor, 55(1): 17-20. This is an in. 
teresting account of the manner in which some hummingbirds survive the rela- 
tively long and cold nights on the 12,500 foot Peruvian plateau between the 
eastern and western Andes. •Night temperatures drop below 0øC. nearly every 
night of the year. Daytime temperatures are usually between 12 ø and 18øC., 
however during the wet season (summer), when Estella Ilummingbirds, Oreotro- 
chilus estella, nest, late afternoon storms of snow, hail, and cold rain frequently 
restrict feeding time. In December 1951 and January 1952 females were found 
at night in caves, mine tunnels, and large crevices where temperatures were much 
more equable. Five esophageal and cloacal temperatures varied from 36 ø to 
39.5øC., while one adult female found roosting in a torpid condition had a cloacal 
temperature of 14øC. There is evidence that the nests (13 found), placed on the 
walls and ceilings of the caves and tunnels, are used more than one year. 

Other arian species found roosting at night in caves and tunnels were: Sparrow 
Hawk, Falco sparverius; Horned Owl, Bubo virginianus; Streaked Spinetail, Lep- 
tasthenura andicola; four kinds of ground tyrants, •4griornis montana, Muscisaxi- 
cola ru/evertex, Muscisaxicola cinerea, and Muscisaxicola ]rontalis; Gray-headed 
Finch, Phrygilus gayi; and Bolivian Goose, Chloephaga melanoptera. None of 
these species was torpid or .had a low body temperature.--L. R. Mewaldt. 

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 

(See also Number 11) 

34. Investigations of Woodcock, Snipe and Rails in 1952.' Special Sci- 
entific Report: Wildlife No. 18, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Canadian 
Wildlife Service. No date or place of publication, 55 pp., photo.offset. This is 
a progress report on the investigations described in Report No 14 (reviewed in 
Bird-Banding, 23: 183-84, October, 1952). It includes the following: "Introduc- 
tion," by John W. Aldrich; "Wintering Woodcock Populations in West-Central 
Louisiana, 1951-52," by Vincent H. Reid and Phil Goodrum; "Woodcock Singing 
Counts -- Eastern Canada, 1952," by Victor E. F. Solman; "Woodcock Census 
Studies in Northeastern United States-4952," by Howard L. 'Mendall; "Wood- 
cock Singing Ground Counts in Delaware, Maryland, North Carolina, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ohio," 'by P. F. English; "Woodcock Singing 
Ground Counts in Central .Northern States in 1952," by John W. Aldrich; "Report 
on Woodcock Investigations in M'assachusetts -- Spring 1952," by William G. 
Sheldon; "Wilson's Snipe Wintering Ground Studies, 1951-52," by Chandler S. 
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Robbins; "Wilson's Snipe 'Singing' Counts in Eastern Canada--1952," by Victor 
E. F. Solman; "Winnowing Counts as a Measure of Wilson's Snipe Breeding 
Populations," by Chandler S. Robbins; "Wilson's Snipe Breeding Ground Studies 
in Northern States in 1952," by Chandler S. Robbins; "Wilson's Snipe Breeding 
Population Study at Grays Lake, Idaho -- 1952," by Thomas D. Burleigh; and 
"Breeding Populations of Clapper Rail at Chincoteague, Va.--1952," by Robert 
E. Stewart. 

The Services are to be commended on the omission of any author's name from 
the title page, thus helping to ensure proper recognition of the work of the various 
authors listed above. Another welcome innovation is a list of previans Special 
Scientific Reports on the inside front cover. 

Dr. Aldrich's over-all conclusions from 1952 work are "that neither the Wood- 
cock nor the Wilson's Snipe have changed materially their over-all population 
status in the last few years; that devising wintering ground inventory methods 
for both species is beset by the difficulty of sampling a population which 
winters in different places in different years, depending on moisture conditions; 
that the timing of brecding ground inventorics of Wilson's Snipe must 'be later 
than previously supposed to avoid counting migrant birds; that neither the time 
of day nor the calendar time best for censusing woodcock is suita'ble for censusing 
snipe; and that the movement of woodcock frown one singing ground to another 
may be greater than previously supposed and would enter an important variable 
to be considered in interpreting the inventory data."--E. Alexander Bergstrom. 

35. A Pheasant Breeding Population Study on Irrigated Lauds in 
Southwest Idaho. Herbert E. Salinger. 1952. Journal of Wildlife Management, 
16(4): 409-418. An interesting comparison of the peak and success of nesting in 
hayfields and so-called permanent vegetation is made in this paper. The peak of 
nesting occun'ed two weeks earlier in permanent cover than in hayfields, but only 
4 out of 29 non-hayfield nests hatched. Nevertheless, the high nesting losses and 
high mortality to both adults and juveniles in hayfields indicates the importance 
of permanent cover for nesting and rcaring.--Helmut K. Bucchner. 

36. Techniques Used to Increase Nesting of Canada Geese. Charles F. 
Yocom. 1952. Journal of Wildlife Management, 16(4): 425-428. Observing that 
Canada Geese, Branta canadensis, nested in abandoned nests of the Osprey, Pandion 
haliaetus, sportsmen in northern Washington placed old wash tubs and willow 
baskets at the tops of tall trees in an attempt to increase the breeding population. 
Ahhongh most of the artificial nests were used, it was not determined whether 
the practice augmented the productivity of Canada Geese. The accompanying 
photographs are interesting.--Helmut K. Buechner. 

37. Variations in two Spring Indices of Male Ring-necked Pheasant 
Populatious. Edward L. Kozick•. 1952. Journal of Wildlife Management, 16 
(4): 429-437. Crowing counts and roadside counts of male Ringneck Pheasants, 
Phasianus colchicus, along a circuitous 10-mile route revealed: (1) no relation- 
ship between the effect of temperature, dew, and cloud coverage and .the varia- 
tions in crowing counts; (2) a decline of about 15 pheasant crows per station 
when the wind exceeded 8 mph; (3) a statistically significant difference (1 per 
cent level) in crowing counts made at 35 minutes before sunrise and those made 
10 minutes after sunrise; (4) a significant difference (1 per cent level) in crow- 
ing counts made on different days, indicating that 9 random .days were necessary 
for a reliable mean; (5) significantly (5 per cent level) more pheasants were 
recorded dnring roadside connts when dew was present; (6) a 10-mile minimum 
is necessary for reliable roadside counts; and (7) the variation associated with 
days was not significant for roadside counts. This paper is an important contri. 
bution toward an evaluation of the reliability of two important census techniques 
and suggests some valuable refinements.•Hehnut K. Buechner. 

38. Upland Farming as a Method of Supplementing the Natural Water- 
fowl Food Supply in the Southeast. Thomas Z. Atkeson and 'Lawrence S. 
Givens. 1952. Journal of Wildlife Management, 16(4): 442-446. Where power- 
and-flood-control reservoirs are characterized by extreme fluctuations in water 
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levels, waterfowl populations are limited by the small production of natural foods. 
Spectacular increases in waterfowl populations have resulted from augmenting 
natural foods with farm crops. T. he most suitable types of crops for particular 
sites and the techniques for planting and harvest are discussed.--Helmut K. 
Buechner. 

39. The California Quail in New Zealand. •Gordon R. Williams. 1952. 
Journal o! •/ildli/e Management, 16(4): 460-483. From initial im.portations be- 
tween 1860 and 1870, California Quail, Lophortyx cali/ornica, spread widely in 
suitable'habitats on both North and South Islands through trapping and relibera- 
tion and natnral dispersal. The ,birds .are fot, nd in small numbers where the 
annual precipitation is 100 inches, but prefer areas where precipitation is less 
than 60 inches. Localities where the temperature is less than 50øF and rainfall 
exceeds 30 inches are avoided. Tussock grassland on the South Island, which 
at one time supported large populations of Coturnix novae-zealandiae (the extinct 
native quail), provides excellent California Quail habitat. Causes of mortally, 
types of habitat, population density, breeding, and food habits' are discussed. 

The paper contains much interesting information based on careful, first-hand 
observations. Breeding begins in late August or early September, nesting starts 
in late October, and most of the ,birds are hatched by late January, all of which 
represents a co•nplete adjust•nent to the photoperiods .and seasons of the South- 
ern Hemisphere. Sex ratios show the usual preponderance of males in the adult 
class. Biometrical analyses of weights showed no significant difference between 
immature birds (4-5 months after hatching) and adults within each sex, but a 
significant sex difference, the males being somewhat heavier. No clear-cut evi- 
dence could be found to indicate the operation of either Allen's or Bergmann's 
rules in New Zealand.--Helmut K. Buechner. 

40. The Effects of Aldrin on Birds..George Post. 1952. Journal o! l•'ild- 
li/e Management, 16(4): 492-497. Toxaphene and Chlordane in grasshopper con- 
trol caused an increase in mortality among upland-game birds. Oral doses showed 
Aldrin to be 5 times more toxic to Ringneck Pheasants, Phasianus colchicus, than 
Toxaphene and 12.5 times more toxic than Ch]ordane. The application of 2.0 
ounces of Aldrin per acre on shortgrass ranges caused little noticeable effect on 
avian populations, but resulted in excellent control of grasshoppers where popu- 
lations of 6-7 grasshoppers per square yard prevailed.--Helmut K. Buechner. 

41. Bobwhite Mobility in Central Missouri. Dean A. Murphy and Thomas 
S. Baskett. 1952. Journal o/ •/ildli/e Management, 16(4): 498-510. This study 
was 'based on 402 Bobwhite Quail, Colinus virginianus, trapped over the 2-year 
period, 1950-1951. Of these birds, 136 provided 555 movement records. Summer 
movements of seven presumably unmated males form interesting closed figures, 
indicating that the birds were geographically oriented. During the summer, 88 
per cent of the individuals remained within a half mile of the first stunmet trap 
sites. During the fall, only' 61 per cent of the birds remained within a half mile 
of the last summer trap site, indicating increased mobility, but not an cxtensive 
"fall shuffle." Spring dispersal began in April and was co•npleted by late May, 
with 74 per cent of the individuals being trapped or seen within a l•alf mile of 
the last winter trapping site. A striking ingress of unmarked birds occurred in 
the spring of 1951; nearly half of the .birds on the 2,240-acre study area in the 
spring had wintered outside the area. Of 45 birds providing lifetime cruising 
radii, 20 per cent remained within a quarter mile of the point of banding and 
64 per cent remained within one-half anile. From these findings an area of four 
square miles was .proposed as a minimum management nnit for Bobwhite in central 
Missouri.•Helmut K. Buechner. 

ECOLOGY 

(See also Numbers 39, 47, 51) 

42. The Relation of Metabolism to Climate and Dislribution in Tlu'ce 
Finches of the Genus Carpodacus. George William Salt. 1952. Ecological 
Monographs, 22: 121-152. The responses of three morphologically similar species 
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to temperattire and humidity and the correlation of these responses with the 
climates of breeding ranges are considered in this paper. The House Finch, 
Carpodacus mexicanus, occupies the lowland zeric plains and contiguous chaparral; 
the Purple Finch, C. purpureus, inhabits the ponderosa-pine forests of middle 
elevation; and the Cassin Finch, C. cassini, occurs at higher elevations at the 
edges of meadows associated with red fir, lodgepole pine, and white pine. While 
considerable mixing of populations occurs in winter at lower elevations, little 
overlap exists during the breeding season. Experimental material consisted of 
20 House Fincites, 12 Purple Finches, and 8 Cassin Finches acclimated at Berkeley, 
California, for a period of 3 months. This locality is marginal for the breeding 
ranges of the first two species and completely outside the range of t'he third species. 

Because little or no fat was found in the dissected birds, it was assumed that 
fat plays a minor role in metabolism; it must be conceded, however, that this 
assumption is probably unsound. Single half-hour measurements were used to 
establish reference points for the metabolic curves. Curves were fitted by inspec- 
tion without mathematical treatment to determine the best fit. The zones of ther- 
tooneutrality and sitapes of the curves are therefore somewhat a matter of individual 
interpretation. Since lite differences in metabolic patterns lie at higher tempera- 
tures, the adaptive mechanism involved seems to be one providing for heat loss. 
A considerable portion of the paper is devotcd to an interpretation of assumed 
differences of heat loss through evaporation frown moist surfaces in the respiratory 
tract, although no morphological or experimental evidence is provided to support 
the idea. The efficiency of peripheral circulation and the ability to control insula- 
tion are not considered. 

The wide zone of thermoneutrality in the Purple Finch presumably indicates 
great powers of its cooling system in warm, moist air. T.he House Finch is assumed 
to have less evaporative stirface titan the Purple Finch, thus adapting it to high 
lemperatnre witere vapor pressures are low. House Finches rcquirc readily avail- 
able water to replace moisture loss. Their lower metabolic rate may be i•nportant 
in adapting t'hera to areas deficient in food. Respiratory surface is apparently a 
minor channel of heat loss in the Cassin .Finch, as the bird functions .most ettl- 
ciently in cool climates at high elevations. 

Excellent geographic correlations are shown between summer temperature and 
moisture and breeding ranges of the three species. Distribution is assumed to 
be according to the physiological limitations of the species as determined by the 
particular mechanism for ,body cooling. Each finch apparently finds its optimum 
climate witere it can exist with the minimum loss of energy, thus providing surplus 
energy for reproduction and molting. While the experimental data support this 
hypothesis, the metabolic rates may not represent those of birds living under 
natural conditions, particularly for the Cassin Fincb which was acclimated to 
conditions widely different from those of its breeding range. 

Despite its inherent weakuesses, tills paper brings out some challenging ideas and 
suggests direclions for further studies along lhe same lines.--Helmut K. Bucchncr. 

43. The Animal Community in the Nest of a White Stork in Lorraine. 
(Considerations sur nnc biocenose constitu•c antour d'un nid de Cigogne Ciconia 
ciconia, en Lorraine.) II. Ileim de .Balsac. 1952. Alauda, 20(3): 141•-156. An 
old Stork nes• in a tree top was studied. Such nests consist of sticks, mud, fresh 
water algae and grasses; they re,hain moist and "may be considered as true 
'banging soils' in which a very peculiar animal association is found." In this 
nest 31 species of beelies, 1 ,bug, 1 ant, and 1 species of earthworm were found. 
Also a pair of Kestrels, Falco tinmmculus, and of Tree Sparrows, Passer toouranus, 
were nesting in lhc lower part of the nest. "Such nesting associations are not 
uncommon in continental Europe, and other instances are discussed; even such 
rodcuts as common and fat Dormice have been found nesting with Buzzards and 
Herons." The author considers it a mistake to attri'bnte this association as due to 
"expectation" of protcclion from the predacious birds. "The tolerance of the 
owners of the aerie towards their passerinc commensals no doubt comes from the 
fact that the nest territory and the hunting tcrritory release different behavior in 
predators."•M. M. ,Nice. 
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POPULATION DYNAMICS 

(See also Numbers 21, 34, 37) 

44. The Use of Banding Data in the Study of Certain Aspects of the 
Dynamics and Structures of Arian Populations. ,Donald S. Farner. 1952. 
Northwest Science, 26(2, 3, 4): 41-50, 79-94, 119-144. Assuming ccrtain basic 
premises, Farner has shown in a previous study (Age Groups and Longevity in 
the American Robin: Comments Further Discussion, and Certain Revisions. IVil- 
son Bulletin, 61: 68-80. 1949.) that arian survival patterns tend to follow a 
logarithmic regression curve, 'indicating a stabilization of the annum mortality 
rate at a value independent of age after .an initial juvenile period of higher mor- 
tality. In the present paper, mean annual .mortality rates are calculated using a 
formula developed by David Lack (modified by Farner) to weight properly the 
toofrailty data gathered from banding records. Another formula is given for 
constructing survival curves. 

Farher's hypothesis of a constant mortality rate has a logical, sound basis. 
Inspection of data ta. bulated for a wide variety of species shows the tendency 
toward characteristic adult mortality rates which do not vary extensively with age 
to be common in birds, and apparently to be characteristic of populations within 
a given species as well as for the species as a whole. The constancy may be ex- 
plained by the inter-compensating of the factors contributing to adult mortality. 
Tile fact that mean longevity is only a small fraction of potential longevity argues 
against scnescence as an important cause of death. 

Most of the available literature is summarized in an informative, systematic 
resum• of data on mortality based on the recoveries of banded birds. The author's 
interpretations of tile data in this section are an invalua, ble contribution to the 
paper, which certainly should stimulate further research in this fascinating aspect 
of population dynamics.--Ilelmut K. Bueehner. 

PARASITES 

45. Methods of Collecting Parasites of Birds. W. Bnttiker. 1952. The 
Ostrich 23(2): 92-93. A brief summary of recommended techniques for collect- 
ing, killing, labelling, and packing arian ectoparasites.--Hustace H. Poor. 

46. The Fleas of Sea Birds iu the Southern Ocean. B. dc Meillon. 1952. 
Austr. Nat. Antarctic Res. Exp. Repts., M'elbourne, Anstr., Ser. B. Zool., I, pp. 
1-11. The Ticks of Sea Birds. F. Zumpt. idem, pp. 12-20. These companion 
papers identify the arian ectoparasites collected by the Australian National Ant- 
arctic Research Expedition 'in 1949-50, and, far more importantly, summarize the 
little information available on the fleas and ticks known from pelagic birds, which 
present some very interesting distributional problems. One of the ticks, Ceratoxides 
uriae, has been collected from a wide variety of sea birds, mostly gulls, albatrosses, 
petrels, shearwaters, and penguins, which show no phylogenetic relationship. These 
hosts have a marked bipolar distribution which has given rise to the suggestion 
that C. uriae is a relic of a Tertiary fauna, but the authors point our. the more 
likely hypotheses that the parasites could have been transported from either polar 
region to tile other by one of the several bi-pol.ar migrants among its known 
hosts. Another tick, Oru6thodorus tala/e, colnmon in penguin nests around tile 
South African coast, is normally parasitic only on South Alnerican rodents. The 
penguins are also parasitized widely throughout their Antarctic range by two 
genera of fleas, Parapsyllus and Listronius, members of .a su'h-family of eight 
genera which, except for those occurring on the penguins, are confined entirely 
to Sottth American rodents. Penguins are generally thought to have evolved over 
a wide area among the waters and islands of tile South Temperate Zonc from 
flying sea bird ancestors. de Meillon believes the ectoparasitic evidence indicates 
"tile ancestors of tile present-day penguins... [arose] in a 'definite center,' namely 
the South American Subantarctic which is so rich iu their fossil retnains," and 
that in order to acquire a rodent flea as a parasite, the "protopenguin" nmst have 
been a ground-breeding, non-flying land bird.-O. I•. Austin, Jr. 
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47. Bird-Insect Nesting Associations in Australia. A. H. Chisholm. 1952. 
The Ibis, 94(3): 395-405. In Australia five species of warblers (Gerygone) are 
known to associate with wasps in tropical areas; another is reported to associate 
with wasps in tropical and ants in temperate areas. Evident])' the relationship 
is de]ibel, ately sought by tile birds and tolerated by the insects. Various possible 
explanations of this relationship are discussed; the author concludes: "If pro- 
tection is the motive, it would seem to be aimed against reptiles rather than 
against other birds or mammals." Insects in birds' nests are classified as (1) 
parasitic on nestlings, (2) nest-cleansers and scavengers, .and (3) insects parasitic 
on other insects in nests. The data on each category for Australia are summarized. 
Some insects probably find the nests at appropriate times by odor, others by some 
undetermined influence. The bi'bliography of 31 titles is intended to cover all 
the important Australian references to these matters.--Ralph S. Palmer. 

48. Moth Larvae in Birds' Nests. K. A. Hindwood. 1951. The Emu, 51(2): 
121-133. Seven species of Australian moths are discussed and illustrated. Larvae 
of two feed on ieces of parrots, a third on those of finches, and the other four 
apparently have less restricted feeding habits; they probably feed on a variety of 
organic waste. Larvae of the two species of Neossiosynoeca, discussed .at length, 
are totally dependent on their parrot hosts and are tolerated by them; by con- 
suming feces that soil the nests the larvae may be functioning to the advantage 
of the birds. Feeding on feces is rare among Lepidoptera.--R.alph S. Palmer. 

FAUNISTICS 

ß (See also Numbers 34, 41, 64) 

49. The Birds of New Brunswick. W. Austin Squires. 1952. The New 
Brunswick Museum, Monographic Set. No. 4, 164 pp., 12 photos, 1 map ($2.00). 
Introductory pages (3 to 17) summarize previous ornithological work in New 
Brunswick and deal briefly with geography, climate, ,bird-banding, and local mi- 
gration routes. The annotated list includes 331 species and subspecies known to 
occur or to have occurred in that province, ßand an additional 23 forms erroneousl x 
or unsatisfactorily recorded. Seasonal and relative numerical status, and local 
distribution are given for each form of regular occurrence, together with nesting 
dates for most breeders. Evidence of the occurrences of accidentals and irregulars 
is definite and documented. Many of the old records were investigated, their 
validity re-appraised, and reasons for accepting or rejecting each are given. Data 
are well-organized and succinctly presented and documentation is unusually satis- 
factory. Obviously the author has searched the literature ,painstakingly and con- 
sulted many unpublished manuscripts, as well as data labels on hundreds of New 
Brunswick specimens in a number of institutions. The few points that might be 
questioned include: the referring of breeding American Redstarts to the nominate 
race instead of to Setophaga ruticilla tricolora which seems to be the breeding 
form in most if not all .the province; the treatment of Vireo olivaceus as polytypic, 
also a lapsus; the assigning of White-fronted Geese on geographic grounds without 
eliminating the possibility that the specimens might have .been of the Greenland 
race; under American Brant (Branta bernicla hrota) the season in New Brunswick 
is given "August 25 to June 17," an oversight as it is not known to winter. There 
is a 19-page bibliography, an index, and a map. This fine work very satisfactorily 
brings our knowledge of New Brunswick birds up to date and fills a need of long 
standing.--W. Earl Godfrey. 

50. Birds of Washington Park, Albany, New York. Dayton Stoner and 
Lillian C. Stoner. New York State Museum. Bulletin No. 344. September, 1952. 
267 pp., illus. 1 map. Concerned primarily with the vernal migrations as observed 
in a park close to the downtown district of a large city, the authors have compiled 
records over the period 1933 through 1942, with some additional material extend- 
ing into 1946. The senior author died in 1944. The list of 122 species comprises 
the authors' own statedly conservative sight records, excludes the records of other 
observers and is not necessarily complete, 'but .does, thereby, avoid the difficulties 
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inherent in the evaluation of such sight records. No attempt is made to cover 
previously published material, although five additional species are .mentioned. 
Numerous photographs, taken for the most part by the senior author, illustrate 
appropriately the written descriDtion of the park. Various tables are devoted to 
migration dates and relative frequency. 

Scientific nomenclature is based on the A. O. U. Check-List as revised through 
1948 but names, in this compilation of sight records, might better .have been re- 
stricted to binomials. The text under each species, in addition to comments 
directly pertaining to the observations recorded, has ,been greatly expanded to 
cover briefly field identifications (which seems unnecessary in view of the excellent 
field guides now available), and such .features as distribution, nesting, voice, food, 
behavior, enemies and economic status. The composite whole is a short treatise 
built up around a check-list to provide beginners, presumably those in the im. 
mediate vicinity, with a bit of elementary knowledge of the subject as a whole 
and on each species individually. The accent is on protection and conservation.- 
Wendell Ta,ber. 

51. Black-capped and Carolina Chickadees in the Southern Appalachian 
Mountains. J. T. Tanner. 1952. The •4uk, 69•4): 407-424. This is a most 
interesting comparative study of Parus atricapillus and P. carolinensis; to human 
ey. es they differ little in appearance and general habits, but there are ecologica! 
differences. Most observers find song the best distinguishing field character. 
Hybridization, if it occurs, apparen. tly is rare. In general, the Black-capped species 
nests at higher elevations in the region studied. "Carolina Chickadees are found 
at lower elevations; they do not nest at higher elevations wherever Black-capped 
Chick, adees are present; but where the latter are absent, Carolinas nest sparsely 
as high as 5,000 feet. In the Great Smoky Mountains there is a gap between the 
nesting range of the two species, wherein neither one nests. In the spring, this 
gap is occupied .by .Black-capped Chickadees which behave as if they were going 
to nest, ,but which disappear from these areas about the time that the Carolina 
Chickadees .begin incubation. These facts indicate: (1) that there is some form 
of competition between the two species, that operates during the early nesting 
season; and (2) that the presence of Black-capped Chickadees prevents the 
.Carolinas .from inhabiting the higher parts of these mountains" (p. 424). The 
problems brought to light by this study could not be answered satisfactorily.-- 
Ralph S. Palmer. 

52. Bibliography of Chinese Birds. Masauji Hachisuka. 1952. Quarterl X 
Journ. Taiwan M, us., 5(2&3), pp. 71-209. Taipei, Taiwan, China. Comprehensive 
bibliographies are one of the working naturalist's most useful tools, and especially 
so when they are annotated as amply as is the present volume. ,Hachisuka has 
la, boriously ferreted out all .the major and most of the .minor titles known on the 
subject, and has managed to unearth an amazing number of rare, little-known 
local publications of limited distribntion. His abstracts of these will prove indis- 
pensable to others working on Asiatic birds. Western ornithologists will be par- 
ticularly grateful for his English abstracts of the works in oriental languages. 
The volume's lack of contrast in its format makes it difficult to use, and it is 
rather carelessly edited and proof-read, but these minor faults are understanda'ble 
and excusable nnder the circumstances, and in no way detract from the work's 
tremendous usefulness and value.---O. L. Austin, Jr. 

53. Starlings as Winter Residents in the Uinta Basin, Utah. Merlin L. 
Killpack and Don N. Crittenden. 1952. The Condor, 54(6): 338-344. Starlings, 
Sturnus vulgaris, although not yet known to breed in Utah, have been appearing 
as winter residents in increasing numbers at least since 1947. In the Roosevelt 
area of the Uinta Basin of northeastern Utah, 75 birds were observed in 1947, 
approximately 450 in 1948, about 700 in 1949, and in 1950, over 1000 birds in a 
single flock were seen on several occasions. Three birds .banded in Rooscvelt 
were recovered in the same locality, two more than a month after banding and 
one two weeks after banding. These recoveries of banded birds confirm observa- 
tions which suggest that at least some of the Starlings remain as winter residents. 
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Weather conditions did not seem to influence the time of arrival in early Novem- 
ber. The last Starlings were seen in the study area about the first week of April 
each year. Some of the Starlings roosted with English Sparrows, Passer domesticus, 
in holes dug in the roofs of open-fronted, straw-thatched cattle shelters. An 
analysis of the contents of 95 stomachs .from the Roosevelt area revealed the 
major foods in order of importance to be (1) Russian Olive fruits, Elaeagaus 
angusti/olia, (2) grains, (3) garbage, and (4) corn silage.--L. R. Mewaldt. 

SONG 

(See also Numbers 26, 31) 

54. The Matin Song of the Eastern Kingbird. Winifred (Smith) Mayer. 
1952. Passenger Pigeon, 14(3): 91-94. Thc "twilight song" of Tyrcmnus tyrannus 
was recorded at Two Creeks, Wisconsin on 45 mornings in 1949 from Ma•y 23 to 
Aug. 27. Two Kingbirds had arrived May 10, a third May 13, but there was no 
song until May 24th, the day after the arrival of t'he fourth Kingbird. Neither 
pair started nesting before early June. On clear mornings the song begins about 
15 or 20 minutes before Civil Twilight. "In June the average initiation of the 
song occurred at 3:07, and the average duration was 47 minutes. In July the 
average starting time was 3:30, ranging from 3:10 on July 3rd to 3:45 on July 
30th. The duration averaged 38 minutes. During August the starting time aver- 
aged 4:20, duration about 20 minutes of early mornina; singing. At this time, 
however, the song was frequently heard during the day. The song was heard with 
regularity all during the nesting season, after the young had fledged, and while 
the adults wcrc molting." Charming sketches are given of the tumbling flight that 
may precede the song and also of the bird's attitudcs while singing. B• far the 
most detailed study yet made of the Kingbird's matin song.--M.. M. Nice. 

55. Variation in the Song of the Chaffinch Fringi!!a coelebs. P. Marler. 
1952. The Ibis, 94(3): 458-472. Using a simple method (which is .described) 
of transcribing the song trill and terminal phrase, the author gathered data on 
the Chaffinch on the island of Pico, Azores, in the Seine Valley, France, North 
Lancashire and middle parts of the Thames Valley, England, .and in rhe southern 
Scottish Highlands. He also converted, and then made comparisons with, the 
data of Promptoff (1930) from 'Moscow and the West Urals. Trill and phrase 
are highly variable at any one locality. Some song types are much more common 
•han others. "It is shown statistically that geographical variation of song between 
the separate regions occurs and that the songs characteristic of any one area 
can only be described in statistical terms. The suggested existence of song types 
confined and exclusive to a particular region cannot 'be substantiated, although 
this condition is approached in one case" (p. 471). In this species some charac- 
teristics of song are inherited, although it acquires others by learning. "It is in- 
ferred from its phenotypic nature that the geographical variation of the Chaffinch 
song cannot still be regarded as an example of incipient speciation" (ibid.). 
Marler's findings are contrary to those in Promptoff's oft-cited paper.--Ralph S. 
Palmer. 

SYSTEMATICS AND TAXONOMY 

(See also Numbers 46, 64) 

56. Classification of the Anatidae Based on the Cyto-genetics. Y. Yama- 
shina. 1952. Papers from the Coordinating Committee Res. Genetics, III: 1-34. 
Toyko. The chro•nosomes of birds are a•nong the most difficult' of all animal 
chromosomes to study. They are small and very numerous. Even today the fore- 
most students still argue whether birds have visible se• chromosomes, as the ma- 
jority believe, or not, as insisted by such an authority as Matthey. The finest tech- 
nical work on vertebrate chromosomes in recent years has perl•aps been done by 
Japanese cytologists and we must be grateful that they are now applying their 
excellent tec'hniques to a revealing analysis of bird chromosomes. Yamashina, in a 
series of valuable papers on pigeons, pheasants and ducks, has greatly enriched 
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our knowledge. His careful descriptions and illustrations of bird chromosomes 
have lasting value and will form the basis of all future work in this field. 

The interpretation of his findings, on the other hand, is a matter open to dis- 
cussion. Yamashina's basic concept seems to be that changes in chromosome 
morphology exactly parallel total evolutionary change. This in itself is a question. 
able thesis, since in some groups of animals and plants rather far-reaching evolu- 
tion has taken place through gene mutation alone (or with cryptic chromosomal 
rearrangement) without conspicuous chromosomal changes. Furthermore, Yama- 
shina interprets his findings as if certain chromosomal differences were quite 
fundamental, as ,for instance the fusion of two rod chromosomes into a V-shaped 
chromosome, while it is known to students of Drosophila and other animals that 
such changes may occur among closely related. species. Subspecies of a single 
species may differ in this respect, such as Drosophila a. americana and D. a. 
texana. In fact Yamashina himself shows in some cases how little this difference 
means. Finally, he considers degree of fertility as a basic criterion of relationship, 
while again all the recent work indicates that close relatives may ,be sterile and 
distant ones fertile. Degree of fertility is no more than one of many characters. 
It is useful if added to other known characters, but misleading as the basis of 
a single.character classification. 

Many of Yamashina's findings confirm recent taxonomic .results: Aix and Cairina 
are found to be closely related, Casarca to be congeneric with Tadorna, Spatula 
with •4nas. Others are in disagreement. For instance, he finds no conspicuous 
cytological differences between .4•as, .4ythya, Bucephala, Clangula, Histrionicus 
and Melanitta. The third chromosome of Mergus is about 15 per cent shorter than 
that of •4nas and all Mergus chromosomes are rather thick and short. Far more 
interesting and important is the discovery of a pronounced chromosomal differ- 
ence between swans and geese. He shows that the Anserinae C4nser and Branta) 
have a basic chromosome number (each V is counted as consisting of two rods) 
of 90 in the male, 88 in the female, and the sex chromosome is V-shaped. All 
other ducks so far studied, including the swans, have a ,basic chromosome number 
of 84 in the male, 83 in the female, and the sex chromosome is rod-shaped. 
Dendrocygna, •4nseranas and Cereopsis have not yet been examined. This casts 
justifiable doubt on the classification of the swans with the geese by Delacour 
and Mayr, and other recent authors. This doubt is strengthened by a rather great 
behavioral hiatus between Cygnus and .4nser-Branta. 

Yamashina's peculiar interpretation .of the significance of karyotype patterns 
leads him to an absurd classification of certain species. It has been known for 
a long time that the Wood Duck C4ix sponsa) and the Asiatic Mandarin Duck 
("Dendronessa" galericulata) do not produce hybrids in spite of lheir obvious 
close relationship. Yamashina now makes the interesting discovery .that the Wood 
Duck has chromosomes very much like its other relatives (haploid males, 33 micro- 
chromosomes, 5 large rods, 2 large V-s), while the Mandarin has only rod chromo- 
somes (33 microchromosomes, 9 rods). Hcre some of the rods are apparently a 
secondary condition, which is indeed a little more diiticult to explain (than the 
fusion of two rods) but by no means unprecedented. To make matters more com- 
plicated, some sterility factors apparently developed in the course of the breakdown 
of two V-s into four rods. These two cytological events, breakage of two V chromo. 
somes and appearance of sterility, by no means justify removal of .4ix galericulata 
into a separate genus, much less into a separate subfamily, as done by Yamashina. 

Yamashina's work is an important contribution .both to cytology and to orni- 
thology. It should be extended, as soon as possible, to as yet unstudied genera.-- 
E. Mayr. 

57. Geographic Variation in the Red-eyed Towbee of the Eastern United 
States. J. C. Dickinson, Jr. 1952. Bulletin Museum of Comparative Zoology, 
107(5): 273-352. This paper presents the results of a study of geographic varia- 
tion in the populations of Pipilo erythrophthalmus which breed east of the Great 
Plains and range from the Gulf Coast and Florida north to southern Canada. 
Approximately 2300 specimens were examined and seven mensural characters 
were analyzed statistically. Iris color was given special attention in the south, 
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eastern portion of the range. Plu'mage color proved to be of less taxonomic value 
than measurements of size. 

Of seven names which have been applied to the eastern towhees the author 
recognizes four: P.e. erythrophthalmus for tile birds breeding north of northern 
Arkansas, Tennessee, northern Georgia, and Nortin Carolina; P.e. canaster for those 
of Louisiana, Mississippi, central Georgia and central South Carolina; P.e. rileyi 
for the birds of the coastal Carolinas and southern Georgia, and P.e. alleni for 
the populations of peninsular Florida. 

For the statistical analysis of geographical variation in wing length, tail length, 
etc., the material was separated into six samples; three samples divided east to 
west across the range of P.e. erythrophthalmus and one sample for each of the 
other races. As enough specimens were available (145 males of canaster, 100 
males of rileyi, 82 males of alleni) for a subdivision of these groups, failure to 
do so gives the impression that recognition of these races preceded, rather than 
followed, tile analysis of variation. 

The statistical analysis is presented in tables giving the mean, its standard 
error, the standard deviation, the mean plus and minus one standard deviation, 
and the observed range. The calculations are also presented in well-done Hubbs- 
Perlmutter diagrams. 

In the 2300 specimens, 165 had small white tips or spots on the wing coverts 
or scapulars as in the western and •exican races. Dickinson supports this re- 
viewer's recommendation for the merging of macuJatus and erythrophthalm• 
(Sibley, 1950. Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., 50: 116-120). Seven specimens had the 
crown feathers tipped with ruœous. This condition, also present in the western 
races, is indicative of the relationship to Piplie ocai of Mexico (Sibley, op. cit.) 
but whether owing partly to recent introgression or only to common origin is at 
present undetermined. 

One of the most interesting .aspects of the paper concerns the population to 
which the name rileyi is applied. This population is apparently (the reviewer 
resists the inclination to say "obviously") the result of a secondary contact and 
subsequent introgressive hybridization between the Florida race (allertl) and the 
populations to the north (canaster and erythrophthalmus). The Florida birds are 
relatively small and pale, and have the palest kides (yellowish-white or "straw" 
colored). P.e. alleni 'is apparently a relict island form which evolved during the 
Pleistocene when peninsular Florida was repeatedly cut off from the mainland 
by seaways. The pale color is correlated with the sand dune habitat, the small 
size is consistent with an insular origin and the pale iris is explainable as the 
result of random fixation ("Sewall Wright effect") which would have been oper- 
able in the small ancestral population of the Pleistocene Floridfan archipelago. 
The rejoining of the Florida peninsula to the mainland permitted the secondarlf 
contact which has resuhed in the present variational pattern of rileyi. 

The analysis of iris color is the best single clue to the hybrid origin of rileyi. 
The map on page 351 indicates that in the range occupied ,by rileyi, iris color 
varies fro•n red to straw yellow. A more detailed analysis of the geographic and 
individual variation in iris color would be most interesting and instructive. The 
high degree of segregation exhibited by the color of the 'iris indicates that it is 
controlled by fewer factors titan size, for example, and its analysis is thereby 
si•nplified. 

The desirability of recognizing a hybrid population like rileyi as a subspecies 
and applying a name to it is a debatable point which has troubled other s¾stema- 
tists, including this reviewer. Even viewing rileyi as a "normal" race the size 
distinctions between rileyi and canaster do not in themselves seem sufficient as 
a basis for the recognition of rileyi. The difference in wing lcngth is considered 
"significant" but it is considerably less in amount than the difference in wing 
length between the eastern and western samples of typical erythrophthalmus. The 
size of the tail spot is the principal basis upon which rileyi is separated fro•n 
canaster which it most resembles. That this character should be regarded with 
suspicion is indicated by its coefficient of variability: 14.5 in males of rileyi, 14.8 
in males of canaster. These figures are outside the range of reliable values and 
indicate rather high intraspecific variability. In alleni the coefficient of variability 
for the tail spot is 22.5 in ihe males and 22.6 in the females. 
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A valuable by-product of the analysis of geographic variation is that it provides 
a means for the determination of the area of origin of migrants and wintering 
birds. Most individuals of P.e. erythrolshthalmus withdraw south of Tennessee. 
P.e. canaster moves but little; most rileyi either remain in the breeding range or 
winter in Florida, and alleni is largely sedentary. 

This study is another which fits the definition of the "new systematics." The 
author has drawn ably upon the fields of ecology and geology, and has utilized 
the valuable tool of statistical analysis in explaining the patterns of variation he 
observed.--Charles G. Sibley. 

58. The Relationships of Certain Birds as Indicated by their Egg White 
Proteins. R. A. McCabe and H. F. Deutsch. 1952. The Auk, 69(1): 1-18. Egg- 
white proteins of fresh eggs of 37 species of birds were studied by a method 
termed electrophoresis; the technique is described. It was found that electro- 
phoretic patterns, expressed in graphs, "show similarities in configuration between 
some of the birds that are considered closely related taxonomically. In other 
instances these patterns indicate a more distant relationship than is indicated in 
the present taxonomic position" (pp. 17-18). Also, "each species has a distinct 
pattern of its own..." (p. 18). This technique is thought to be suitable in 
augmenting present taxonomic procedure.---Ralph S. Palmer. 

59. Notes on Some Petrels of the North Pacific. Oliver L. Austin, Jr. 
1952. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 107: 391-407. During a study of some petrels 
taken in Japanese waters, Austin was able to add considerably to our knowledge 
of the taxonomy of this difficult group. The Leach's Petrel (Oceanodroma 
leueorhoa) is revised and 0. monorhis combined with it. It is shown that the 
size differences of beldingi and willertl arc too slight to justify recognition. The 
melania.markhami complex is tentatively divided into four species, the characters 
and measurements of which are stated. It still seems possible that tristrami is 
conspecific with markhami. It is shown that the Madeiran Petrel (0. castro) is 
not separable into an Atlantic and a Pacific subspecies. Finally, a new arrange- 
ment of the gadfly petrels (Pterodroma, subgenus Cookilaria) is proposed. Sepa- 
rating leucoptera from brevipes is an attempt to break up the unwieldy cookii 
gro. up, but Austin overlooked that Fleming (1941, Emo, 41: 69-80) and Falla 
(1942, Emu, 42: 111-118) had already revised this assemblage and broken it into 
four species which do not coincide with those proposed by Austin. 

Since most of the differences 'between the actual and reputed subspecies of 
petrels is merely a matter of size, it is particularly profitable to apply statistical 
methods. This is done by Austin with notable success. As his criterion for recog- 
nizability he adopted the "84 per cent from 84 per cent convention."--E. Mayr. 

MORPHOLOGY AND ANATOMY 

60. The Incubation Patch of Passerinc Birds. Robert E. Bailey. 1952. 
The Condor, 54(3): 121-136. The macroscopic and microscopic structure of the 
incubation patch of passerine birds is described and its cycle traced through the 
reproductive season. Examination of 125 specimens of 12 families of passerine 
birds disclosed no significant differences in the structure of the patch. 

Estradiol pellets implanted into White-crowned Sparrows, Zonotrichia leucophrys, 
produced an incubation patch in non•breeding birds of either sex, and prolactin 
injections speeded complete patch development in estradiol-treated normal birds. 
Prolactin alone or implanted testosterone pellets alone had no visible effect on 
the incubation patch area. Bioassays of the prolactin content of pituitaries of 28 
California Gulls, Larus cali/ornicus, showed that gulls with incubation patches 
had more prolactin in their pituitary glands than those without patches. It is 
suggested that in passefine females, estrogen produced by the ovary shortly prior 
to ovulation results, by some direct or indirect mechanism, in increased prolactin 
production, and that the combined effects of estrogeu and prolactin account for 
the formation of the complete incubation patches. 
-The author found an incubation patch in all nesting females he examined and 

states that he never found an incu.bation patch in a male passerinc bird. He also 
states (p. 134) that androgen treatment should not be expected to result in va.•- 
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cularity of the patch area of passerinc birds "... since no males in this order 
have incubation patches." Prompted by this paper, the reviewer (The Condor, 
54(6): 361) has since made available data showing a high incidence of incu- 
bation patches in breeding male Clark's Nutcrackers, Nuci/raga columbiana, a 
passerinc species (included in the list of species examined) in which incubation 
duties are shared by the sexes. Dctcrmination of the physiological 'basis for natural 
formation of incubation patches in male birds (in species which develop patches) 
may prove a profitable approach to the over-all problem of incubation patch 
development.--L. R. Mewaldt. 

61. More Bird Weights from Surinam. Fr. Hayerschmidt. 1952. The 
Wilson Bulletin, 64(4): 234-241. This listing of more than 470 bird weights from 
Surinam in Dutch Guiana, by sex and month of collection, for more than 180 
arian forms is a continuation of the similar contribution by Fr. Hayerschmidt in 
1948 (The Wilson Bulletin, 60(4): 230-239). The present list contains weights 
of a hundred additional species, many of them smaller birds from such families 
as Trochilidae, Formicariidae, Tyrannidae, Coerebidae, Thraupidae, and Fringi- 
11idae.•L. R.' Mewaldt. 

BOOKS 

62. The Migration of Birds. (Vom Vogelzug. Grundriss der Vogelzug- 
skunde.) Ernst Schiiz. 1952. Verlag Dr. Patti Schtips, Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany. 232 pp. paper, DM 18.50; cloth, DM 22. This .interesting book is a 
critical condensation of much of the information available on most aspects of 
bird migration. Although it will find its greatest usefulness among ornithologists 
and-laymen in Europe, many sections will interest zoologists in general as well 
as investigators of arian migration. Although primary attention is directed to 
European species and European investigations, this is by no means pressed to 
the exclusion of significant material-from elsewhere. Initial attention is given to. 
the methods of investigating avian migration with discussions of direct observa- 
tions, measurement of speed and altitude, banding and banding organizations, 
physiological investigations, and studies of orientation. 

A substantial section (pp. 43-74) is used to present the migratory habits and 
routes of 14 selected species. Thereafter follow more theoretical generalizations 
on such topics as broad-front migration and the functions of Leitlinien, narrow- 
front migration, directions of migration in which the system of Geyr yon Schwep- 
pen. burg (/lrdea, 36: 219-257. 1949.) is adopted, "loop migration" (ScMei/enzug), 
wintering areas, and vertical migration. There are brief generalizations (pp. 94- 
98) of the nature of arian migration on the principal land masses and an inter- 
esting account (pp. 98-106) of cases of particularly remarkable and unusual 
migratory behavior. 

The author then turns to some of the more basic scientific problems of migra- 
tion. With respect to its origin, he suggests that pre-Pleistocene movements existed, 
although the influence of the Pleistocene on present migratory patterns is pro- 
found. He believes 'its origin associated primarily with the developments of 
unfavorable Tertiary climates and of an annual periodicity in .daylength. In an 
interesting discussion of intrinsic and extrinsic factors in the regulation of migra- 
tion, 'he distinguishes 'between the selective extrinsic factors and those which 
exert immediate stimulatory effects. He proposes that the single term Zugbereit- 
scha/t (readiness to migrate) replace the older concepts of Zugdisposition and 
Zugstimmung of Groebbels. In general the discussion of the physiologic aspects 
of migration is the least satisfactory part of the book. But this is primarily a 
reflection of the generally unsatisfactory status of the basic physiology of migra- 
tion. Considerable attention is given to the problems of partial migration, migra- 
tion of non-breeding birds, changes of migratory' 'behavior with age, etc. The 
discussion (pp. 132-150) of the effects of weather and meteorologic factors is an 
admirable assault on this almost hopelessly complex aspect of migration. Unusual 
a•nong the treatises on migration is the interesting discussion (pp. 153.161) on 
invasion species. 

The author's own research interests are displayed in the relatively extensive 
section on orientation with emphasi• (pp. 166.185) on .displacement experiments. 
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The author feels that the homing (to nest site) ability demonstrated by several 
migratory species cannot be explained adequately on the bases of the senses and 
mechanisms possessed by man. The mechanisms involved in orientation in migra- 
tion may involve some type of inherited sense of direction, inherited reaction to 
particular landmarks, and the learning of routes by experience in species which 
migrate in flocks. Orientation involving perception of the earth's magnetic field 
and/or Coriolis force is regarded as unlikely, as are the kinesthetic theories. Of 
importance are the investigations of G. Kramer which indicate that Starlings 
have an inherited direction sense which probably involves the position of the sun 
and a feeling of the time of .day. 

Apparently because of space limitation, the bibliography is disappointingly 
brief, and some significant papers are omitted. Nevertheless this treatise is heartily 
recommended to anyone interested in bird migration.--D. S. Farner. 

63. Post-egg Period in Albatrosses. L. E. Richdale. 1952. No. 1 Nuffield 
Publication. Biological Monographs, No. 4. Dunedin, 'New Zealand. 22/6 on 
direct order from author. 166 pp. Another notable monograph from Dr. Richdale, 
a companion volume to the "Pre-egg Stage in the Albatross Family," (1950). It 
is largely based on a 16-year study of the Royal Albatross, Diemedea epomophora 
sand/ordi, on the Ota.go Peninsula, N.Z., but a great deal of material is offered 
on Buller's Mollymawk, Diemedea bulleri, from the author's seven weeks study of 
The Snares Island and on other albatrosses from observations by Robert Shechart 
on Midway Islands, and from the literature. The mean span on the egg by one 
parent ranges from 6, to 10, to 14, to 21-30 days with different species of alba- 
trosses. The total length of the incubation period lasts from 38 to 56 days in 
petrels, from 9 to 12 weeks in albatrosses. "The mean length of the guard stage 
in the Royal Albatross is 39.6 days, which is approximately 17 per cent of the 
total chick period." "The 17 Royal Albatross chicks, which have 'been reared at 
Tairoa Head, were ashore for a mean time of 236 days with a range from 216 
days to 252 days." "The 1938 chick was fed on 48 per cent of its first 100 days 
after the end of the guard stage, on 79 per cent of its second 100 days, and 55 
per cent in its last 31 days. There is •to starvation period in Royal Albatrosses 
and probably not in other albatrosses; this myth started in 1865 and has lasted 
to 1951, although disproved in 1885, 1929, 1939 and 1942. 

Six Royal Albatross fledglings have returned to their place of hatching at ages 
from four to eight years. One female bred for the first time in her ninth year. 
These Albatrosses normally breed every two years. "At Tairoa Head, two Royal 
Albatross mated pairs are still intact after 15 •ears." The oldest member of this 
colony is known to be at least 25 years of age. "The sex ratio at Tairoa Head 
is 100:76." 
ß There are 28 excellent photographs, 7 graphs, 65 tables, a detailed summary, 

a bibliography, and two indices. An admirable example of intensive and exten- 
sive woi'k on an exceptionally interesting group, an important contribution to our 
knowledge of breeding biology of birds.--M. M. Nice. 

64. A Check List of the Birds of South Africa. Jack Vincent. 1952. Cape 
Times, Ltd., Parow, Cape Province. vi q- 122 pp. 4s 8d. This check list covers 
the area south of a line running east from the month of the Cunene River to 
Victoria Falls and then along fl•e Zambezi River to the coast. A table presents 
the arrangement of orders, suborders, families, and subfamilies followed in the 
body of the list. For each of the 1305 listed and numbered species and subspecies 
Vincent gives scientific and English vernacular names, first author, type locality, 
number as listed by Roberts (Birds o! South A/rica, 1940), and an extremely 
condensed summary of distribution within the area. Forms treated by Roberts 
which are omitted from the Check List are mentioned in footnotes with the reasons 
for exclusion. 

In his technical review of this check list (Bokmakerie 4(2): 40-41, Aug. 1952) 
C. M. N. White mentions the modern concept of thc polylypic species and the 
curreut tendency to consolidate genera, aml concludes that "the generic nomen- 
clature of the new Check List is •nuch sounder than that followed by Dr. Robcrts 
but still by no means in keeping with modern trends. In specific nomenclature 
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and the arrangement of species, the new Check List has kept more abreast of 
modern changes..." The editor of The Ostrich has announced that scientific 
nomenclature in that journal will hereafter conform to the new check list with 
few exceptions.--Hustace H. Poor. 

65. Waterfowl Banding 1939-1950 by Ducks Uullmited. Bertram W. 
Cartwright and Jean T. Law. 1952. Ducks Unlimited, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Canada, 53 pp., 15 tables, 4 maps. No price given. The subtitle proclaims this 
to be "A progress report covering banding opcrations by Ducks Unlimited during 
the period 1939-50 in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia and 
an analysis of recoveries from birds thus banded." At first glance it is an attrac- 
tive and impressive booklet, crammed with authoritative-looking, detailed tables, 
and decorated with some nice pictures and four quite dramatic maps in three 
colors showing the locations of banding and recovery of the Pintail, Lesser Scaup, 
M•allard, and Blue-winged Teal respectively. Closer study, .however, reveals it to 
be carelessly and inaccurately compiled, and biased in its selection and presenta- 
tion of the data. 

In tile 12 years covered .by this report, Ducks Unlimited's operators banded 
61,868 ducks of 17 species, mostly Mallards (22,641), Blue-winged Teal (12,823), 
Pintails (10,028), and Lesser Scaup (6,566), from which a total of 6,793 recoveries 
had been received b•' June 1951, or 11 per cent of the bandings. The assemblage 
of tile data in table and map form seems to have been done not so much to show 
tile actual movements and population trends of the various species as to impress 
on the reader the importance. of the Prairie Province breeding grounds to the 
maintenance of the sport of waterfowling in the United States. Only a selected 
few of the Canadian recoveries are given in tile tables (most of these in an effort 
to prove an exclusively northward post-breeding movement instead of the normal 
explosive type of post-nuptial wandering that other omitted data might indicate), 
and none is shown on tile maps. Recoveries south of the United States shown on 
the maps are omitted from consideration in the tables. T. he recoveries are tabulated 
in detail by flyways and by states to show the proportion of the Prairie Province's 
bounty each receives. While these tables and •naps may carry weight in the council 
meetings deliberating open seasons and bag limits, they are no contribution to 
human understanding of the basic facts of waterfowl distribution and demography, 
which are tile only possible foundation for sound game management. 

Lest I be thought overharsh in my criticisdn of the scientific value of this report, 
let me point out just a few of its inconsistencies. The Blue-winged Teal will do 
for an example. Table IV claims (interpolating the percentages) that six were 
taken on the Atlantic Flyway--three in Florida, one in Maryland, one in New 
York. and one in South Carolina. The map showing recoveries for this species 
locates two in Florida, one in Malyland, one in New York, none in South Carolina, 
and two in Pennsylvania. Table XII, which postulates an easterly migration from 
the western breeding grounds, states that 17 of the Blue-wingcd Teal banded in 
the Prairie Provinces have been taken in eastern Canada and the northeastern 
United States. Table XIII shows these 17 selected recoveries to have been taken 
as follows: Ontario seven (not on map), Quebec three (not on map), Michigan 
five (map shows six), Ohio one (map shows three), New York one. It is gratify- 
ing to note no disagreement on tile one bird taken in New York. Such discrep- 
ancies in the simple presentation of the material force distrust of the authors' 
selection and analysis of their data and nullify their conclusions. 

Another peculiar (to sa•/ the least) section is the chapter (page 52) on "Lon- 
gevity and Life Expectancy." Here 6,855 recoveries (were tile 62 additions to the 
6,793 listed on page 9 received after Table II was set in type?) are examined 
casually to see how long ducks live--not by species, as thou. gh that could make 
any difference, but just as ducks "in the aggregate of all kinds" as the hunting 
regulations say. After the publication of Hickey's excellent "S•rvival Studies of 
Banded Birds" (see Bird-Btmding 24: 26) which must certainly be available to 
Ducks Unlimited, it is difficult to imagine that the account on page 52 was pub- 
lished in seriousness anti sincerity. 

Ducks Unlitrifted has spent a great deal of money and man-hours on tile band- 
ing of waterfowl, for which I suppose we should be properly grateful, but if this 
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report is any criterion, their efforts have been of negative value. The work is so 
full of errors and inaccuracies that one wonders whether even the specific identi- 
fication of the birds they have banded can be trusted, to say nothing of the aging 
and sexing. 
. By its very iucompetence this report emphasises the great need for a thorough, 
i•npartial, unbiased analysis of the immense amount of raw data now available 
from the waterfowl banding in North America, preferably by disinterested scien- 
tists not employed either by a hunting or "conservation" organization or by a 
government agency. The purpose must be to show coldly and factually what these 
records, tile only reliable statistical evidence in existence on the subject, show 
about the status of our vanishing waterfowl, and then to present these truths in 
clear, simple language that both hunters and politicians can understand. 

The comment has often been made that birds know nothing about political 
boundaries. It is also evident from a perusal of the tables and maps in this pub- 
lication, faulty and inadequate though they be, that the ducks have not been told 
about the flyways they are to follow. Convenient as the flyway concept may be 
for the administration of waterfowl hunting, it is far from being demonstrated 
to bc a natural phenomenon.--O. L. Austin, Jr. 

NOTES AND NEWS 

An old contributor returns to Bird. Banding in this issue, with Mrs. Day's paper 
on the Veery. As Mrs. Richard B. Harding (Katherine C.), she made 13 contri- 
bations to our predecessor, the Bulletin o! the Northeastern Bird. Banding •4ssocia. 
tion, in addition to two more written jointly with M'r. Harding. She also contrib- 
uted to volumes I and III of Bird-Banding itself. 

Preliminary indications are that several thousand Pine Siskins were banded in 
the northeast during the past winter, as well as substantial numbers of other winter 
finches. The banding done during this flight may have carried the fiscal year's 
total of Passerines banded to the highest level since the war. 

While we are glad to be able to include a sizable number of general notes in 
this issue, we are prepared to enlarge this section even more if material is avail- 
able. We are still able to allow very prompt publication of papers accepted for 
Bird-Banding, and the present supply is barely adequate. While a number of 
papers of major interest are in prospect, papers actually on hand as the July issue 
goes to press will not suffice to fill the October issue. 

The General Secretary of the 11th International Ornithological Congress has 
sent tile following preliminary announcement: 

Tile 11th International Ornithological Congress, presided over by Sir Lands. 
borough Thomson, London, will be held in Basel (Switzerland) from May 29th 
to June 5th, 1954. 

During the week of tile Congress, five days will be devoted to meetings and 
two to excursions. Before and after the Congress (M'ay 25-28 and June 7-19) 
cxcursions will be arranged to enable members to become acquainted with the 
Swiss avifauna, especially of the Alps and Lower Alps. The Congress fee is 30 
Swiss francs. 

The prospectus, containing registration form and detailed information, will be 
distributed this summer. Applications to attend, and to contribute scientific 
papers, should be sent in beforc February 28, 1954, and addressed to: 

XI International Ornithological Congress, 
Zoological Garden, Basel, Switzerland 

which is at disposal for any inquiries needed. 
Bascl, June 1953 

Errata: In the April 1953 issue: (1) the maps on pages 46 and 47 were in- 
advertently interchanged anti tiltis appeared over tile wrong captions. Tile map 
on page 47 should have appeared on tile previous page over tile caption "Figtire 
2: Atlantic unit recoveries", and a corresponding correction should be made on 
page 46. (2) In the caption for Figtire 7 on page 63, tile rcfereuce should be 
to Figtire 6 (immediately above) rather than to Figurc 5. 


